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The modern society is facing the problem of instability, loss of values, individual laziness and moral
failures. This is because of disintegration of extended family structure of age old Indian society.
Family, the oldest institution of Indian culture is falling apart and the socially approved model
(family) is loosing itâ€™s cohesive force day by day. At this juncture, it has become essential to re-
establish the harmony among all the members of a joint family and integrate the newly emerging
world of development in science, communication and technology to life. Familial disasters like
divorce, separation, individual crisis, suicides and loneliness can be avoided only if we can restore
the family to itâ€™s former dominance beyond individualism. As an effort, the Kadambini Media Pvt. Ltd.
thought of an Oriya monthly magazine, â€˜The Kadambiniâ€™ having ingredients for entire family.

Kadambini Media Pvt. Ltd. was founded in July 2000 by the eminent educationist & noted social
entrepreneur Dr. Achyuta Samanta, the Founder, KIIT group of institutions & KISS. From a modest
start as the publisher of a family magazine, the organisation today has emerged as a large
publication house publishing novels, short stories, poetry collections, feature collections and
translations of literary masterpieces from other Indian and foreign languages. Young writer, social
worker & journalist Dr. Iti Samanta, the director of Kadambini Media Pvt. Ltd. and the editor of
magazines â€˜The Kadambiniâ€™ and â€˜The Kunikathaâ€™, is a woman with a dream. â€˜The Kadambiniâ€™ was her
brainchild through which she dreamt of ushering in a creative renaissance of sorts in the state. â€˜The
Kunikathaâ€™ is also first of its kind as a magazine for young children which fulfills the long standing
demand of Odia young children for an exclusive quality Odia family magazine exclusively for them.
As a part of its endeavour, Kadambini Media has also ventured into the audio-visual medium. So far
it has produced several music albums and Video CDs of popular songs. Kadambini Media also has
marked its debut in films with its maiden production â€˜Kathantaraâ€™ (Another Story), a film with 1999
Super-cyclone as its backdrop. â€˜Kathantaraâ€™ went on to bag Eight Awards in the 18th Odisha State
Film Awards apart from winning the Silver Lotus for the Best Odia Feature Film for the year 2005 in
the 53rd National Film Awards. It also participated and received critical acclaims in several National
& International Film Festivals.

â€˜The Kadambiniâ€™ is the most popular monthly family magazine which contains cover-related features;
features on cultural, social and current issues; stories, poems; novels in a serial form; translations
from other literatures to Oriya; topics on health; beauty care; cookery with useful household tips; TV
programme analysis and film reviews etc. This magazine is committed for itâ€™s timely publication of all
issues in a year punctuated by three special issues.
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Kadambinee Media Pvt Ltd - About Author:
A comprehensive family magazine â€˜The Kadambiniâ€™ has captured the mindscape of all sections of
people of the state. It has also created itâ€™s space in the heart of Odias residing in the country and
abroad. This attractive monthly magazine with its broad content-mix and quality printing, caters to
the taste of all cultured Odias regardless of age, gender and income level.
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